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Industrial manufacturers increasingly transition from product-business to solution-business as a means of enhancing competitiveness (Tuli, Kohli, & Bharadwaj, 2007; Macdonald, Kleinaltenkamp, and Wilson, 2016). Yet, empirical evidence suggests that transitioning to solution business is difficult and manufacturers often fail to capture the expected financial and competitive benefits related to solution sales (Neely, 2008; Worm, Bharadwaj, Ulaga, and Reinartz, 2017). One key challenge in this transformation relates to the salesforce questions, since studies have indicated that the qualities that characterize successful salespersons are not necessarily the same in product and solution sales (Reinartz & Ulaga, 2008; Ulaga & Loveland, 2014).

Against this background, the purpose of this study is to understand the ways a manufacturing firm can transition to solution business with its existing product-focused salesforce. We draw upon the motivation-opportunity-abilities (MOA) framework and solution specific research for identifying key factors for salesforce transformation at individual salesperson and organizational levels. We then collect a multi-level and multi-source survey administered to the global sales organization of a building solutions provider which is currently moving into solution business. The collected dataset includes respondents from three levels of the organization: salespersons (N=184) and their respective solution champions (N=21), and managers responsible for sales in the studied organizations (N=25). We analyze the data with fsQCA. fsQCA is a suitable tool to study complex causal realities (Böhm, Eggert, and Thiesbrummel, et al., 2017), such as, salespeople’s decision making in complex situations.

This study contributes to an understanding of a solution business transformation as an individual salesperson-level phenomenon nested in an organizational context (Panagopoulos et al., 2017). In doing so, we explain how organizations undergoing a solution transformation can facilitate the engagement of a product-oriented salesforce in solution sales. The findings indicate that a salesperson’s value-based selling capability is a necessary condition for
salesperson-level engagement in solution selling. Beyond this, salespeople can vary in their level of previous experience in solution sales and risk perceptions, as long as adequate support is provided at the management or operational levels of the sales organization. Results highlight that managers should not merely focus on identifying the right salespeople, but they should also place emphasis on adequate organizational-level support matching individual salesperson’s needs for a successful salesforce-wide transformation to solution selling.
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